Mitsi

As Told by Curtis Zunigha

A Delaware man said one time he went to an all-night church meeting and the next day when it was time to eat at noon he was still feeling the effects of the “sacred medicine” and he really didn't feel like eating. He said he finally took his plate of food and went off by himself and just sat and picked at his food.

He said as he sat there all at once her heard this angelic voice whisper to him, "Mitsi (which mean ‘eat’)." And so he started to eat. Soon he heard it again, "Mitsi, Mitsi," and so he tried to eat even faster. One again and very emphatically, "Mitsi!!" So he was shoveling the food down as fast as he could.

Then he heard the voice again, so he turned around and looked, and it was a grandmother calling her granddaughter, "Mitzi, you come here!"